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Columbia Winery™ Columbia Valley Barbera Vintage 2016 
 

In 1962, a relentlessly curious group of friends sought to prove the world-class quality of 

Washington wines, establishing what would become Columbia Winery. Over the years, Columbia 

Winery has embraced a legacy of progressive winemaking that has led its forward-thinking 

winemakers to discover new grape varieties, vineyards and blends. This spirit of innovation and 

crafting a distinct collection of wines from renowned Washington growing regions continues with 

our Winemaker, Sean Hails. Here, intense sunlight and low rainfall translate to deeply concentrated 

color, flavor and structure in the glass. 

 

About the Wine: 

Our 2016 Columbia Winery Barbera is an inky dark, red hue with aromas of ripe black cherry and 

blackberries. On the palate, jammy fruit notes combine with vanilla and cocoa. We purposefully 

kept the amount of new oak lower to let the bright fruit character shine through. By nature, 

Barbera has lower tannins and higher acidity and our wine stays true to that varietal style. 
 

Vintage Notes: 

The 2016 growing season began earlier than previous years with warmer temperatures lasting 

through spring and into summer. The arid climate and ample sunshine led to an early bud break and 

accelerated vine growth. As we approached harvest, the temperatures cooled and grapes ripened 

to perfection. The grapes for our Barbera were sourced from Sagemoor Vineyard. This is a hotter 

site with nice aspect and it consistently produces amazing fruit with complex character.   
 

Winemaking Notes: 

After harvest, the grapes were destemmed and moved to a fermenter. They 

were allowed to cold soak for 24 hours to achieve the desired temperature 

for inoculation with RX60 yeast. Fermentation lasted 10 days at a maximum 

temperature of 88°F. During fermentation, pump overs were used to extract 

the perfect amount of color and tannin from the grapes. The wine was then 

pressed into barrels for malolactic fermentation, where it spent 13 months in 

67% French and 33% American oak, 22% of which was new. 

 
Varietal Content: 100% Barbera   

Appellation:  Columbia Valley 

Harvest Date:  October 12, 2018 

Alcohol Content: 14.87% 

Titratable Acidity: 0.64g/100mL  

Residual Sugar: 0.04g/100mL  

pH:   3.65 

Bottling Date  February 13, 2018 

Cases Produced 319 
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